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Yes, there is rubble, in fact total destruction, in some of the neighborhoods of Homs, Aleppo, in the
outskirts of Damascus, and elsewhere.

Yes, there are terrorists and "foreign forces" in Idlib and in several smaller pockets in some parts
of the country.

Yes, hundreds of thousands of people lost their lives and millions are either in exile, or internally
displaced.

But the country of Syria is standing tall. It did not crumble like Libya or Iraq did. It never surrendered.
It never even considered surrender as an option. It went through total agony, through fire and
unimaginable pain, but in the end, it won. It almost won. And the victory will, most likely, be final
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in 2019.

Despite its relatively small size, it did not win like a "small nation", fighting guerilla warfare.
It is winning like a big, strong state: it fought proudly, frontally, openly, against all odds.
It confronted the invaders with tremendous courage and strength, in the name of justice and
freedom.

Syria is winning, because the only alternative would be slavery and subservience, and that is not
in the lexicon of the people here. The Syrian people won because they had to win, or face
the inevitable demise of their country and collapse of their dream of a Pan-Arab homeland.

Homs

Syria is winning, and hopefully, nothing here, in the Middle East, will be the same again. The long
decades of humiliation of the Arabs are over. Now everyone "in the neighborhood" is watching. Now
everybody knows: The West and its allies can be fought and stopped; they are not invincible.
Tremendously brutal and ruthless they are, yes, but not invincible. The most vicious, fundamentalist
religious implants can be smashed, too. I said it before, and I repeat it here again: Aleppo has been
the Stalingrad of the Middle East. Aleppo and Homs, and other great courageous Syrian cities. Here,
fascism was confronted, fought with all might and with great sacrifice, and finally deterred.

* * *

I sit in the office of a Syrian General, Akhtan Ahmad. We speak Russian. I ask him about
the security situation in Damascus, although I already know. For several evenings and nights, I have
been walking through the narrow winding roads of the old city; one of the cradles of human race.
Women, even young girls, were walking as well. The city is safe.
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Syrian General, Akhtan Ahmad

"It is safe", smiles General Akhtan Ahmad, proudly. "You know it is safe, don't you?"

I nod. He is a top Syrian intelligence commander. I should have asked more, much more. Details,
details. But I don't want to know details; not right now. I want to hear again and again that
Damascus is safe, from him, from my friends, from the passers-by.

Situation is now very good. Go out at night...

I tell him that I have. That I have been doing it since I arrived.

No one is afraid, anymore", he continues. "Even in the places where terrorist groups used
to operate, life is returning to normal… The Syrian government is now providing water,
electricity. People are returning to the liberated areas. East Ghouta was liberated only 5
months ago, and now you can see shops opening there, one after another.

I get several permits signed. I take the General's photo. I get photographed with him. He has nothing
to hide. He is not afraid.

I tell him that at the end of January of 2019, or in February at the latest, I want to travel to Idlib, or at
least to the suburbs of that city. That's fine; I just have to let them know a few days in advance.
Palmyra, fine. Aleppo, no problem.

We shake hands. They trust me. I trust them. That's the only way forward – this is still a war.
A terrible, brutal war. Despite the fact that Damascus is now free and safe.

* * *
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After I leave General's office, we drive to Jobar, on the outskirts of Damascus. Then to Ein-Tarma.

Ein-Tarma

There, it is total madness.

Jobar used to be a predominantly industrial area, Ein-Tarma a residential neighborhood. Both places
had been reduced almost entirely to rubble. In Jobar I am allowed to film inside the tunnels, which
used to be used by the terrorists; by the Rahman Brigades and by the other groups with direct
connection to Al-Nusrah Front.

The scene is eerie. Formerly these factories offered tens of thousands of jobs to the people of the
capital city. Now, nothing moves here. Dead silence, just dust and wreckage.

Lieutenant Ali accompanies me, as I climb over debris. I asked him what took place here. He replies,
through my interpreter:

This place was only liberated in April 2018. It was one of the last places that was taken from
the terrorists. For 6 years, one part was controlled by the "rebels", while another by the
army. The enemies dug tunnels, and it was very difficult to defeat them. They used every
structure they could get their hands on, including schools. From here, most of the civilians
managed to escape.

I asked him about the destruction, although I knew the answer, as my Syrian friends used to live
in this area, and told me their detailed stories. Lieutenant Ali confirmed:

The West was feeding the world with propaganda, saying that this was destruction caused
by the army. In fact, the Syrian army was engaging the rebels only when they were attacking
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Damascus. Eventually, the rebels retreated from here, after the Russian-sponsored talks with
the government.

* * *

A Few kilometers further east, in Ein-Tarma, things are very different. Before the war, this used to be
a residential neighborhood. People used to live here, mostly in the multi-story buildings. Here,
the terrorists hit hard at the civilians. For months or even years, families had to live in terrible fear
and deprivation.

We stopped at the humble shop selling vegetables. Here, I approached an elderly lady, and after she
agreed to it, I began filming.

She spoke, and then she shouted, straight into the camera, waving her hands:

"We lived here like cattle. The terrorists treated us like animals. We were scared, hungry, humiliated.
Women: terrorists would take 4-5 wives, forcing young girls and mature women into so-called
marriages. We had nothing; nothing left!"

"And now?" I asked.

"Now? Look! We live again. We have a future. Thank you; thank you, Bashir!"

She calls her president by his first name. She points palms at her heart, and after kissing them, she
waves her hands again.

There is nothing to ask, really. I just film. She says it all, in two minutes.

As we are leaving, I realize that she is most likely not old; not old at all. But what has happened here
broke her in half. Now she is living; she is living and hoping again.

I ask my driver to move slowly, and I begin filming the road, broken and dusty, but full of traffic:
people walking, bicycles and cars passing by, negotiating potholes. In the side streets, people are
hard at work, rebuilding, cleaning rubble, cutting fallen beams. Electricity is getting restored. Glass
panels fitted into the scratched wooden frames. Life. Victory; all this is bittersweet, because so many
people died; because so much has been destroyed. But life it is, despite everything; life again. And
hope; so much hope.

* * *

I sit with my friends, Yamen and Fida, in a classic, old Damascus café, called Havana. It is a real
institution; a place where Ba'ath Party members used to meet, during the old and turbulent days.
Photographs of President Bashir al-Assad are displayed, prominently.
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New hotel constructed in Damascus

Yamen, an educator, recalls how he had to move from one apartment to another, on several
occasions during the recent years:

My family used to live right next to Jobar. Everything around there was getting destroyed.
We had to move. Then, at a new location, I was walking with my little son, and a mortar had
landed near us. Once I saw building in flames. My son was crying in horror. A woman next
to us was howling, trying to throw herself into flames: "My son is inside, I need my son, give
me my son!" In the past, we couldn't predict from where the danger would arrive, and when.
I lost several relatives; family members. We all did.

Fida, Yamen's colleague, is taking care of her ageing mother, every day, when she gets back from
work. Life is still tough, but my friends are true patriots, and this helps them to cope with the daily
challenges.

Over a cup of strong Arabic coffee, Fida explains:

"You see us laughing and joking, but deep inside, almost all of us are suffering from deep
psychological trauma. What took place here was tough; we all saw terrible things, and
we lost our loved ones. All this will stay with us, for many years to come. Syria does not have
enough professional psychologists and psychiatrists to cope with the situation. So many lives
have been damaged. I am still scared. Every day. Many people have been terribly shaken."

"I feel sorry for my brother's children. They were born into this crisis. My tiny nephew… Once
we were under a mortar attack. He was so scared. Children are really badly affected!
Personally, I am not afraid of getting killed. I am frightened of losing my arm, or leg, or not
being able to take my mom to the hospital, if she was to be feeling sick. At least my ancestral
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city, Safita, has always been safe, even during the worst days of the conflict."

"Not my Salamiyah", laments Yamen:

Salamiyah used to be just terrible. Many villages had to be evacuated… Many people died
there. To the East of the city were the positions of Al-Nusrah, while the west was held by the
ISIS".

Yes, hundreds of thousands of the Syrian people were killed. Millions forced to leave the country,
escaping both the terrorists and the conflict as well as poverty that rode on the tail of the fighting.
Millions have been internally displaced; the entire nation in motion.

The previous day, after leaving Ein-Tarma, we drove near Zamalka and Harasta. Entire huge
neighborhoods were either flattened, or at least terribly damaged.

When you see the Eastern suburbs of Damascus, when you see the ghost buildings without walls and
windows, with bullet holes dotting the pillars, you think that you have seen it all. The destruction
is so huge; it looks like an entire big city was just blown up to pieces. They say this eerie landscape
doesn't change for at least 15 kilometers. The nightmare goes on and on, without any interruption.

Night in the old city of Damascus

So yes, you tend to think that you have seen it all, but actually you haven't. It is because you have
not visited Aleppo, nor visited Homs, yet.

* * *
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For several years, I have been fighting for Syria. I was doing it from the peripheries.

I managed to enter the Israeli-occupied Golan Heights and to file reports about the brutality and
cynicism of the occupation.

For years, I covered life in the refugee camps, and "around them". Some camps were real, but others
were actually used as training fortresses for the terrorist, who were later injected into Syrian
territory, by NATO. Once I almost disappeared while filming Apayadin, one of such "institutions",
erected not far from the Turkish city of Hattay (Atakya).

I "almost" disappeared, but others actually did die. Covering what the West and its allies have been
doing to Syria is as dangerous as covering the war inside Syria itself.

I worked in Jordan, writing about the refugees, but also about the cynicism of the Jordanian
collaboration with the West. I worked in Iraq where, in a camp near Erbil, the Syrian people were
forced by both the NGO and the UN staff, to denounce President Assad, if they wanted to receive at
least some basic services. And of course, I worked in Lebanon, where more than one million Syrian
people have been staying; often facing unimaginably terrible conditions as well as discrimination
(many are now going back).

And now that I was finally inside, it all felt somehow surreal, but it felt right.

Syria appeared to be as I expected it to be: heroic, brave, determined, and unmistakably socialist.

* * *

Homs. Before I went there, I thought that nothing could surprise me, anymore. I have worked all over
Afghanistan, in Iraq, Sri Lanka, East Timor. But soon I realized that I had seen nothing, before
I visited Homs.
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Families visiting their destroyed streets in Homs

The destruction of several parts of the city is so severe that it resembles the surface of another
planet, or a fragment from some apocalyptic horror film.

People climbing through the ruins, an elderly couple visiting what once used to be their apartment,
a girl's shoe that I find in the middle of the road, covered by dust. A chair standing in the middle
of an intersection, from which all four roads lead towards the horrid ruins.

Homs is where the conflict began.

My friend Yamen explained to me, as we were driving towards the center:

Here, the media ignited hatred; mostly the Western mass media. But also, there were
the channels from the Gulf: Al-Jazeera, as well as television and radio stations from Saudi
Arabia. Sheik Adnan Mohammed al-Aroor was appearing, twice a week, on a television
program which was telling people to hit the streets, banging on pots and pans; to fight
against the government.

Homs is where the anti-government rebellion began, in 2011. The anti-Assad propaganda from
abroad soon reached a crescendo. The opposition was ideologically supported by the West and by its
allies. Rapidly, the support became tangible, and included weapons, ammunition, as well
as thousands of jihadi fighters.

A once tolerant and modern city (in a secular country), Homs began changing, getting divided
between the religious groups. Division was followed by radicalization.
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In Homs, life goes on

My good friend, a Syrian who now lives in both Syria and Lebanon, told me his story:

I was very young when the uprising began. Some of us had certain legitimate grievances,
and we began protesting, hoping that things could change for better. But many of us soon
realized that our protests were literally kidnapped from abroad. We wanted a set of positive
changes, while some leaders outside Syria wanted to overthrow our government.
Consequently, I left the movement.

He then shared with me his most painful secret:

In the past, Homs was an extremely tolerant city. I am a moderate Muslim, and my fiancé
was a moderate Christian. We were very close. But the situation in the city was changing
rapidly, after 2011. Radicalism was on the raise. I repeatedly asked her to cover her hair
when she was passing through the Muslim neighborhoods. It was out of concern, because
I was beginning to clearly see what was happening around us. She refused. One day, she was
shot, in the middle of the street. They killed her. Life was never the same again.

In the West, they often say that the Syrian government was at least partially responsible for
destruction of the city. But the logic of such accusations is absolutely perverse. Imagine Stalingrad.
Imagine foreign invasion; an invasion supported by several hostile fascist powers. The city fights
back, the government tries to stop the advancement of the troops of the enemy. The fight, terrible,
an epic fight for the survival of the nation goes on. Who is to blame? The invaders or the government
forces who are defending their own fatherland? Can anyone accuse the Soviet troops for fighting
in the streets of their own cities that were attacked by the German Nazis?

Perhaps the Western propaganda is capable of such "analyses", but definitely no rational human
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being.

The same logic as to Stalingrad, should also apply to Homs, to Aleppo, and to several other Syrian
cities. Covering literally dozens of conflicts ignited by the West all over the world (and described
in detail in my 840-page long book "Exposing Lies Of The Empire"), I have no doubts: the full
responsibility for the destruction lies on the shoulders of the invaders.

* * *

I face Mrs. Hayat Awad in an ancient restaurant called Julia Palace. This used to be the stronghold
of the terrorists. They occupied this beautiful place, located in the heart of the old city of Homs. Now,
things are slowly coming back to life here, at least in several areas of the city. The old market
is functioning, the university is open, and so are several government buildings and hotels. But Mrs.
Hayat lives in both past and the future.

Mrs. Hayat lost her son, Mahmood, during the war. His portrait is always with her, engraved into
a pentel she is wearing on her chest.

He was only 21 years old, still a student, when he decided to join the Syrian army. He told me
that Syria is like his mother. He loves her, as he loves me. He was fighting against the Al-
Nusrah Front, and the battle was very tough. At the end of the day he called me, just to say
that the situation was not good. In his last call he just asked me to forgive him. He said:
"Maybe I am not going to come back. Please forgive me. I love you!"

Are there many mothers like her, here in Homs, those who lost their sons?

Yes, I know many women who lost their sons; and not just one, sometimes two or three.
I know a lady who lost her two only sons. This war took everything from us. Not only our
children. I blame the countries which supported the extreme ideologies injected into Syria;
countries like the United States and those in Europe.

After I am done filming, she thanks Russia for their support. She thanks all the countries that have
stood by Syria, during those difficult years.

Not far from Julia Palace, reconstruction work is in full swing. And just a few steps away, a renovated
mosque is re-opening. People are dancing, celebrating. It is Prophet Mohammed's birthday.
The Governor of Homs marches towards the festivities, with the members of his government. There
is almost no security around them.

If the West does not unleash yet another wave of terror against its people, Homs should be just fine.
Not right away, perhaps not soon, but it will be, with the resolute help of the Russians, Chinese,
Iranian and other comrades. Syria itself is strong and determined. Its allies are mighty.

I want to believe that the most terrible years are over. I want to believe that Syria has already won.

But I know that there is still Idlib, there are also pockets occupied by Turkish and Western forces.
It is not over, yet. The terrorists have not been fully defeated. The West will be shooting its missiles.
Israel will be sending its air force to brutalize the country. And the mass media outlets from the West
and the Gulf, will continue fighting the media war, agitating and confusing certain segments of the
Syrian people.

Still, as I leave Homs, I see shops and even boutiques opening in the midst of the rubble. Some
people are dressing up, elegantly again, in order to show their strength; their determination to put
the past behind them and to live, once again, their normal lives.

* * *

Returning to Damascus, the motorway is in perfect condition and the industrial area in Hassia
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is getting rebuilt and amplified, too. There is a huge power plant, supported by the Iranians, I am
told. Despite the war, Syria is still supplying neighboring Lebanon with electricity.

Yamen drives at 120 km/h and we joke that once we get scared of possible speed traps, instead
of snipers, we know that the situation in the country is dramatically improving.

A Russian military convoy is parked at a rest area. Soldiers are drinking coffee. There is no fear.
Syrians treat them as if they were their own people.

I see the most spectacular sunset, over the desert.

Then, once again, we pass through Harasta. This time at night.

I want to curse. I don't; cursing is too easy. I need to get to my computer, soon. I have to write;
to work. A lot, the best I can.

* * *

It is easy to feel at home in Syria. Maybe because Russian is my mother-tongue or perhaps because
people here know that I have always stood by their country.

Some bureaucratic hindrances got resolved, quickly.

I met the outgoing Minister of Education, Dr. Hazwan Al-Waz, who is a fellow novelist. We spoke
about his writing, about his latest book "Love and War." He confirmed what I always knew,
as a revolutionary novelist:

During the war, everything is political, even love.

And then something that I will never forget:

My Ministry of Education has been, in fact, the Ministry of Defense.

Last night in Damascus I walked all over the old city, till early morning. At one point, I arrived near
the spectacular Umayyad Mosque, finding, right behind it, the mausoleum of Sultan Saladin.

I could not enter. At this late-night hour it was locked. But I could easily see it through the metal bars
of the gate.

This brave commander and leader fought against the huge armies of the Western invaders –
the Crusaders – winning almost every single battle, finding his peace and final resting place here,
in Damascus.

I paid tribute to this ancient fellow internationalist, and I wondered, over a strong coffee in a nearby
stall, in the middle of the night: "Did Saladin participate in this latest epic battle fought by the Syrian
nation against the hordes of the foreign barbarians?"

Perhaps his spirit did. Or, more likely, some battles were fought and won with his name on lips.

"I will be back", I uttered, walking back towards my hotel, few minutes after midnight. Two massive
furry cats accompanide me, following my steps until the first corner. "I will be back very soon".

Syria is standing. That's what really matters. It never fell on its knees. And it never will. We will not
allow it to fall.

And damned be imperialism!
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